functions until roughly the turn of this decade. Since then,
competitive markets have unquestionably outperformed the
monopoly model both nationally and in the Midwest.

THE MARKET ADVANTAGE
Customers with choice have become increasingly savvy,
including actively shopping for electricity suppliers and
customizing agreements to meet their unique cost and risk
preferences that the monopoly model never allowed. The
digital revolution has amplified this by providing customerempowerment tools that mesh superbly with the opportunities presented by retail choice. Accordingly, the proportion of customers with retail choice who switched suppliers
between 2003 and 2016 rose from 21 percent to 72 percent.3
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B

eginning in the 1990s, 13 states and the District of
Columbia restructured their electricity systems. This
has facilitated competitive wholesale markets and
enabled retail customers to choose their electricity
supplier, while limiting monopoly ownership and regulation of transmission and distribution lines. Illinois and Ohio
were the only Midwest states to follow through on restructuring, while Michigan allows just 10 percent of customers
statewide to choose their electricity supplier and remains
predominantly a regulated-monopoly state.
Although policymakers and regulators initiated restructuring in the 1990s, mature wholesale and retail markets did not
take shape until the late 2000s. The period between served
as the transitional decade, marked by retail price controls,
developing wholesale market design and mandatory rateadders, which were designed to allow former monopoly
utilities to recover the cost of “stranded” generation assets.
For example, from 2000 to 2010, Ohio utilities received more
than $9 billion in “stranded asset” and “regulatory transition” payments.1 As such, a robust retail market for electricity did not emerge in Ohio until 2011.2 Thus, restructuring
did not result in proper competitive market structures and

Put simply, restructuring brought economic discipline to
wholesale electricity markets. Merchant generators immediately began operating power plants more efficiently than
monopoly utilities and began constructing and retiring
power plants in a manner more consistent with economic
fundamentals.4 Merchants responded to an abrupt decrease
in natural gas prices by building new, efficient gas plants in
locations with the lowest-cost access to gas on the pipeline
system. They also retired suddenly unprofitable coal and
nuclear plants. However, rather than base their investment
decisions on these going-forward economics, monopoly utilities clung to many uneconomical assets in attempts to recover their book value through regulated rates.5 For example,
earlier in this decade, monopolies invested billions of dollars
into pollution controls for coal plants in the Midwest that
merchants would have otherwise closed.6
Monopolies also struggled with excess generation after
demand softened relative to expectations, which placed
upward pressure on rates. This had the opposite effect in
competitive markets, where soft demand put downward
pressure on rates. The advantages of markets under changing economic and policy conditions illustrates a critical benefit of a market-based system: namely, that the private sector
incurs investment risk, whereas the monopoly model socializes risk across captive customers.
The economic advantages of markets have culminated
in rates trending in opposite directions in monopoly and
restructured states. From 2008 to 2016, the weighted-average price of electricity in monopoly states increased 15 percent, while it decreased 8 percent in restructured states.7
This national trend holds true in the Midwest.
In the mid-1990s, Illinois, Michigan and Ohio had the highest electricity rates in the Midwest.8 Currently, Illinois and
Ohio have the lowest rates in the region.9 Meanwhile, Michigan’s rates remain higher than average, including the highest residential rates in the region.10 On average, M
 idwestern
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FIGURE 1: AVERAGE PRICE OF ELECTRICITY TO MIDWEST END-USE CUSTOMERS, JUNE 2017
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 onopoly states have rates that are 11 percent higher for
m
residential customers, 16 percent higher for commercial
customers and 15 percent higher for industrial customers
than Illinois and Ohio.11 The gap has become so prominent
that Ohio and Illinois have lower commercial and industrial
rates than every other Midwest state and only Indiana has
lower residential rates.12
Consistent with the national delay in achieving mature market structures and functionality, the relative improvements
for Ohio and Illinois occurred mostly this decade. Even in
2010, the two states ranked between fourth and seventh in
average rates across residential, commercial and industrial
customer classes among the seven Midwest states. Since
2010, however, the market advantage in the Midwest has
become unmistakable.
A joint study by Cleveland State University and Ohio State
University researchers found that, after nearly a decade of
regulatory transition, electricity competition and choice in
Ohio began functioning in ways consistent with economic
theory and thus strongly outperformed monopoly regulation.14 Since 2011, the study found $15 billion in consumer
savings in Ohio and projected comparable savings through
2020.15 Similarly, a joint report by the Illinois Chamber of
Commerce, Illinois Manufacturers’ Association, Illinois
Retail Merchants Association and Illinois Business Roundtable called the state’s decision to restructure a “triumph of
market-based public policy;” one that resulted in $37 billion
in consumer savings from 1998 to 2013.16

Restructuring has also brought clear advantages for clean
energy growth. Competitive wholesale markets more efficiently and reliably integrate variable renewable sources
like wind and solar, and spur innovation in advanced lowemissions technologies.17 Retail choice extends the penetration of dynamic pricing programs, which improve market
health and help integrate renewables. Further, enabling
choice expands access to lower-cost clean energy supply.18
In particular, large corporate consumers like Microsoft and
Amazon have flocked toward alternative electricity suppliers
to procure clean energy, with corporate renewable energy
procurement roughly six times higher in 2015-2016 than in
the late 2000s and early 2010s.19 Retail choice is a critical
factor for a state to attract corporate and other large institutional buyers of renewable energy.20 This advantage for
procurement of utility-scale renewables also translates into
advantages for distributed generation.
As the economics of distributed generation continue to
improve, restructured states will hold an immense advantage. The projected shift includes a move toward greater
customer pursuit of partial self-supply, which the monopoly
model deters. In its attempt to encourage rates that better
reflect the causes of electricity costs, the Midwest has followed the national trend of revising retail rate design for distributed energy customers. Monopoly utilities will typically
seek fixed charges several multiples greater than “wiresonly” distribution monopolies in restructured states.21 The
consequences of the monopoly model are muted customer
investments in energy efficiency and distributed energy. The
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monopoly model also cannot simultaneously adjust retail
rates to reflect avoided going-forward costs, which is necessary to send proper investment signals without creating the
kind of stranded investment that it also seeks to recover in
rates.22 Some monopolies have proposed owning customersited distributed generation, but this will stifle the kind of
competition that has proven crucial to lowering costs and
improving service quality for distributed resources.

Michigan legislators recently announced a renewed push
for expanded choice.33 Efforts to protect and expand retail
choice have been spearheaded by state Rep. Gary Glenn,
R-Larkin Township; the pro-market Mackinac Center for
Public Policy; and key consumer groups, including school
systems. For example, the Michigan Schools Energy Cooperative reported in July that the retail choice program saved
state schools more than $140 million.34

POLICY DEVELOPMENTS IN MONOPOLY STATES

POLICY DEVELOPMENTS IN ILLINOIS AND OHIO

Midwestern consumers in monopoly states have experienced rate increases and restricted options, while being surpassed by Illinois and Ohio. The relative climb in once-enviably low rates in Indiana and Wisconsin provide an excellent
example. Wisconsin once had the lowest average prices in
the region but now has the highest.23 Rising rates have caused
some Wisconsin industrial consumers to consider shifting
production to lower-priced states.24

Paradoxically, the key advantages of competitive wholesale
markets – investor adjustments to economic fundamentals
– have created political controversy and interventions that
undermine markets. Merchants that follow market signals
have swiftly retired unprofitable coal and nuclear plants and
invested in new, lower-cost natural gas plants. However, this
has also spurred increases in “rent-seeking” behavior, as
merchants seek subsidies for their unprofitable assets, justified by specious arguments that “markets are not working.”

Indiana’s rates have increased at multiples more than the
U.S. average over the last 10 years.25 In response, the Indiana
Chamber of Commerce began sponsoring discussions about
the merits of customer choice and monopoly regulation.26
Indiana Industrial Energy Consumers Inc. has declared that
Indiana is “no longer a low-cost energy state” because of
“serious problems from rapidly escalating energy prices.”27
Large customers often see enabling access to third-party providers as the easiest legislative fix. Direct access to
third-party suppliers is a “diet” version of retail choice that
enables customers to obtain lower and customized rates.
But importantly, it does not facilitate a robust retail market,
nor does it stimulate the wholesale market advantages that
full restructuring does. Moreover, in many states with thirdparty access, a company that leaves the monopoly provider
must pay heavy exit fees, which creates an artificial barrier
to exit.28 Still, enabling third-party power purchases would
provide incremental benefits and may boost prospects for
comprehensive reform.
Unsurprisingly, the largest energy consumers have provided
the loudest calls for such reform, especially industrial firms.
For example, Indiana Industrial Energy Consumers Inc.
has done so.29 Similarly, Wisconsin’s large manufacturers
recently lobbied state regulators to grant them retail choice.30
In 2017, legislators introduced a new bill in Minnesota to
allow industrials access to market-priced power.31 The bill’s
increase in residential rates in order to enable a discount to
retain at-risk industrial companies is a “classic admission
that the regulated monopoly rates are above market and that
the business risk falls on captive customers.”32
Indeed, monopoly utilities failed to eliminate the 10 percent retail choice program in Michigan after years of effort.

Regulators and legislators in Illinois and Ohio have caved
to subsidy pleas, to the detriment of markets and customers. In 2016, Illinois enacted the Future Energy Jobs Act,
which created a program that provides more than $200 million annually to subsidize two nuclear plants under the guise
of environmental policy.35 In an amicus brief to a court case
that challenged the subsidies, energy economists noted that
the law will distort wholesale electricity markets, undermine new investment in these markets and may reduce carbon emissions less than would be achieved simply by doing
nothing.36
Similarly, former monopoly utilities in Ohio are seeking legislative subsidies for unprofitable coal and nuclear plants.
They previously convinced the Public Utilities Commission
of Ohio (PUCO) to pass subsidies for these plants, which
were rejected by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. Following the rejection, PUCO broke a cardinal rule of
restructuring by subsidizing the competitive merchant arm
of a parent company through its regulated distribution affiliate. This raises major anti-competitive concerns by injecting subsidies through a regulatory vehicle into a competitive
marketplace where the subsidy recipients’ competitors have
no such access to out-of-market capital.37 These subsidies
would come on top of more $14 billion in past subsidies from
2000-2016 and more than $235 million in yearly charges in
2017.38
The indirect benefit of rent-seeking behavior is that it motivates pro-market and consumer groups to become more
politically active. For example, the prolonged political battles in Ohio gave time for a diverse coalition of pro-market,
consumer, environmental and other groups to ward off
legislative subsidies. Now, a counteroffensive is underway.
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Influential groups—including the Ohio Manufacturers’ Association, Ohio Consumers’ Council, the pro-market Buckeye
Institute, Ohio Farm Bureau and Ohio AARP—have backed
a bill by state Rep. Mark Romanchuk, R-Ontario, that would
“quarantine the monopoly,”39 or require monopoly distribution utilities to divest their generation assets.40 This would
isolate the regulated distribution monopoly and would prevent subsidies from the monopoly from flowing through to
the company’s affiliates in the competitive wholesale market.
To do so is the single most effective approach to create robust
retail competition.41
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ENDNOTES
CONCLUSION
The Midwest provides an excellent case study for the effects
of electricity restructuring. This decade has revealed the
profound advantages of competitive markets and consumer
choice on pure economic grounds and for voluntary clean
energy growth. Midwestern policymakers have a great homegrown lesson from which to learn, but obstacles remain.
The adoption of competitive reforms has catapulted Illinois
and Ohio from worst-to-first in the Midwest. Lower rates and
greater consumer options already have helped these states
attract and retain businesses, while putting more money in
consumers’ pockets. The structural advantages of Illinois
and Ohio will continue to grow, as large power consumers
increasingly express a clear preference to build and maintain facilities in states that permit retail choice. These states
could accelerate their economic advantage by protecting and
strengthening markets and consumer choice, and especially
by resisting subsidies for unprofitable power plants. They
could also do so by “quarantining the monopoly” to eliminate the ability of a distribution monopoly to obtain anticompetitive advantages for its affiliates.
Midwestern monopoly states could take a step in the right
direction if they enable third-party power purchases and
competitive procurement, but only comprehensive restructuring will put them on a robust path for economic competitiveness. As the market advantage grows, monopoly states
will face increasing pressure in the region from savvy and
politically influential customer groups to introduce competition and customer choice. The sooner and more comprehensively policymakers respond, the more the benefits of competition and choice will flow through the broader Midwest.
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